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We’re reminiscing about the first ever 
Affordable Art Fair back in 1999, when 
everything was full of big bold shapes 
and colours. Have a go at colouring in 
the fun shapes on this page!

MARVELLOUS  
MEMPHIS



Graffiti isn’t just something you get in trouble  
for doing at school during your lunch break. The  
‘90s saw the realisation that it should be seen  
as fine art, led by Bristol street artist Banksy.  
Using Tim Fowler’s work as inspiration (exhibited 
with StudionAme), have a go at creating your  
own street art masterpiece on the wall below.

SPECTACUL AR  STREET  ART

Image above: I fell off my pink cloud 
with a thud, Tim Fowler, StudionAme, 
2019, Acrylic, Spray Paint and Gloss 
on Canvas, £950



Let your imagination run wild by carefully cutting out the 
clothes and accessories, to create your very own ‘90s kid. 
Why not colour in the clothes to make them your own!     

‘ 90 s  FASHIONISTA



In 2019 we celebrated our 20th birthday at 
the fair and wondered what things we might  
find in a time capsule from the ‘90s. Can you 
draw some things in the jar that you would 
put in a time capsule from today? After that, 
you could even make a real one at home!

BU ILD ING A 
T IME  CAPSULE

Party like it’s 1999



THE  AGE  OF  
THE  UNEXPECTED
The ‘90s saw a lot of change in the art 
world with lots of artists moving away  
from traditional painting and thinking  
about what else art could be. Artists  
like Damien Hirst (exhibited at the  
fair by Manifold Editions) displayed  

a shark in a tank, and 1999 was the  
year of Tracey Emin’s iconic unmade  
bed (which you could even recreate at 
home…) If you could display anything  
as art, what would it be? Why not draw  
it on the plinth below!


